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Abstract 21 

Stakeholder analysis (SA) is a widely used decision-support tool. This paper reviews the state-of-the-22 

art of SA within environmental management and regulation. In total, 48 SA studies from the peer-23 

reviewed literature were investigated according to 7 aspects: Topic and purpose; Elements included; 24 

Geographical area; Definition of key terms; Methods used; Authors self-evaluation and Inclusion. 25 

We find that the SAs conducted cover a broad spectrum of environmental issues. The most applied 26 

data-collection methods are snowball-sampling (26 studies, 54%), interviews (30 studies, 63%) and 27 

literature reviews (26 studies, 54%). The most examined stakeholder attributes were interests (41 28 

studies, 85%) and influence (34 studies, 71%). We find that there is a lack of clear definitions of key-29 

terms such as “Stakeholder” (19 studies, 40%) and “Influence” (14 studies, 29%). SAs are often 30 

conducted by authors from other geographical areas than the case study, which could explain why 31 

marginalized stakeholders are only considered in 21 of the studies (44%). In only half of the studies 32 

(24 studies, 50%), the authors reflect upon limitations and biases of their own analysis. Among others, 33 

three important lessons learned from our study are: 1) Transparency with regard to methodology, 34 

results and decisions made is of paramount importance as it otherwise undermines the credibility of 35 

SA; 2) Definition of key-terms such as “stakeholder” and “influence” need to be provided in future 36 

SAs to avoid misunderstandings; and finally, 3) Clear guidelines on how to perform SA are needed, 37 

including how to determine interests and power, and how to document and report findings.  38 

 39 

1 Introduction 40 

Including civil society stakeholders is a fundamental part of democracy and is often used to ensure 41 

accountability and transparency of governance (Reed, 2008). When done correctly it can be beneficial 42 

for decision-making, citizenship and inclusion (Quick and Bryson, 2016). For this reason, it has also 43 
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been part of environmental governance for decades, and in the Rio declaration from 1992 it is stated 44 

“Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant 45 

level.” (Ebbeson et al., 2014). This principle was further implemented with the Aarhus convention 46 

from 2001, which concludes, that humans have a right to live in a healthy environment and an 47 

obligation to protect the environment. To assert this right and meet the obligation citizens must have 48 

access to information, participation in decision-making and justice in environmental matters 49 

(Ebbeson et al., 2014). Inclusion of civil society stakeholders is also an important part of decision-50 

making in the European Union (EU) (Brande, 2017; Reed, 2008) and since 2006 the Aarhus 51 

convention has been an integral part of the EU legal order (Milieu Consulting Sprl, 2019). In the 52 

Treaty of the European Union article 10 it is stated that:  "Every citizen shall have the right to 53 

participate in the democratic life of the Union. Decisions shall be taken as openly and as closely as 54 

possible to the citizen", and in article 11: "The European Commission shall carry out broad 55 

consultations with parties concerned in order to ensure that the Union's actions are coherent and 56 

transparent." (European Union, 2008). One way to facilitate consultations and involvement of 57 

concerned parties (stakeholders) is through stakeholder analysis (SA) (Evans, 2012).  In SA, 58 

individuals or groups of individuals who are affected, have interest in or can affect a decision, are 59 

identified and their roles, relations and/or interests are analysed systematically (Varvasovszky and 60 

Brugha, 2000; Brugha and Varvasovszky, 2000). This is typically done by project managers, a 61 

working group (of analysts and interviewers) or researchers (Schmeer, 2000; Jepsen and Eskerod, 62 

2009; Reed and Oughton, 2018). Throughout this paper, all of these will be referred to as researchers.  63 

Originally, SA started out as a business tool for management of stakeholders in the 30ties, ensuring 64 

they did not cause problems for the firm or organisation in focus or to utilise the opportunities of the 65 

stakeholders (Brugha and Varvasovszky, 2000). Freeman published in the mid 80ties a key piece of 66 

literature, establishing a guideline for strategic management of stakeholders (Freeman, 1984). Since 67 
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then, many new approaches has been proposed and in 2009, Reed and co-authors published a 68 

thorough and accredited review of SA, which is still widely used today. Reed et al. (2009) discuss 69 

how and why SA should be conducted for natural resource management and propose a SA typology. 70 

They conclude that SA is hard to define, and there are numerous methods for performing SA, all with 71 

different challenges and limitations.  72 

In our study, we wish to explore the state-of-the-art of how SA has been used in environmental 73 

management and regulation, more than ten years after the review by Reed and co-authors. The 74 

specific aims are to: (1) Examine how SA is and has been conducted for use in environmental 75 

decision-making; (2) Extract key lessons learned from case studies reported in the scientific literature 76 

and finally, 3) Provide recommendations to environmental decision-makers and researchers for future 77 

uses of SA.  78 

 79 

2 Methodology 80 

To examine how SA is used as a decision-support tool within the field of environmental management 81 

and regulation, we performed a systematic literature review, as described by Briner and Denyer 82 

(2012). Only scientific peer-reviewed papers reporting on SA studies were included in the review. 83 

They were identified and retrieved using Web of Scienc (WoS) and Scopus.  84 

Two literature searches were performed on WoS. One with the search words “stakeholder analysis” 85 

in addition to “environmental” and a second with the search “stakeholder analysis” combined with 86 

selected keywords (an option in “refine results”): environmental sciences OR environmental studies 87 

OR water resources OR ecology OR engineering environmental OR biodiversity. Lastly, a literature 88 

search was performed using Scopus, again using the search "stakeholder analysis" combined with the 89 

selected keywords: Environmental management OR environmental policy OR environmental 90 
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planning OR environmental protection OR climate change OR waste management. The following 91 

two search criteria were additionally applied: Because many studies only perform elements of SA, 92 

the first search criteria used was, that the term "stakeholder analysis" must be included in the title. 93 

The second search criteria was, that they had to have either an environmental-science or -regulatory 94 

perspective with regard to the study performed. We understand environmental sciences to revolve 95 

around the following core elements: atmospheric sciences, ecology, environmental chemistry and 96 

geo-sciences. Further, we understand environmental regulation to be regulation of environmentally 97 

challenging aspects such as pollution, solid waste, water resources or biodiversity. As a consequence, 98 

studies with a main focus on health, technology, economy or business were excluded from the review. 99 

 100 

2.1 Evaluation criteria 101 

After identification of the published peer-reviewed papers, all studies were investigated with respect 102 

to 7 aspects:  103 

1. Topic and purpose: We examined which fields were most explored within the published SA 104 

studies published, and what aims the researchers had with their SA. Reed et al. (2009) and 105 

Grimble and Wellard (1997) noted that SA is a tool often used for prioritization of stakeholder 106 

involvement in decision-making processes, or to identify the consequences of a course of 107 

action, to ensure the most favourable outcome. Others argue that SA should be performed to 108 

integrate the interests of the disadvantaged and less powerful stakeholders (Bryson, 2004; 109 

Mushove and Vogel, 2005). SA can also be used as a descriptive tool with the aim of 110 

describing the relation between a system and its stakeholders (Reed et al., 2009). Which of 111 

these aims, researchers of a given SA studies have is important to understand as it might affect 112 

how the SA is performed and the subsequent interpretation of the findings. 113 
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2. Elements included: Because the term "Stakeholder analysis" is hard to define, we reviewed 114 

which elements were commonly included in the SAs (Reed et al., 2009). There seems to be 115 

disagreement on what elements are necessary for SA. Vogler et al. (2017) states that "The 116 

most basic stakeholder analysis simply involves the identification of people, groups, and 117 

institutions that have some interest in a project or will be affected by it", while Brugha and 118 

Varvasovszky (2000) point out that "This use of the term [stakeholder analysis] for studies 119 

which have often included only one or two features or steps of a stakeholder analysis risks 120 

causing confusion". Overall, there seems to be an agreement that the aim of SA is to gain 121 

understanding of the analysed system, and that this is done by identification of the key 122 

stakeholders and their viewpoints (Grimble and Wallard, 1997; Varvasocszky and Brugha, 123 

2000; Mushove and Vogel, 2005; Reed et al., 2009; Prell et al., 2016; Vogler et al., 2017). 124 

3. Geographical area: We explored where the SAs were performed and if researchers from the 125 

same geographical area performed the SAs. Local understanding and in-depth appreciation of 126 

the cultural circumstances of the given issue, which is subject to the SA, is often a prerequisite 127 

for a meaningful interpretation and consideration of stakeholders, their interests, values and 128 

internal connections. Having multiple performers of the SA reduces the risk of biases, 129 

potentially yielding more reliable data interpretation (Schmeer, 2000). 130 

4. Definition of key terms: We explored how many SAs that define the typical SA-terms which 131 

are ambiguous such as "stakeholder", "influence/power" and types of non-governmental 132 

organisations (NGO). For instance, it is not simple to define who stakeholders are (Reed et 133 

al., 2009), but doing so is important as it defines the boundary conditions of the analysis 134 

performed and affect who and what is emphasised in the analysis (Bryson, 2004). 135 

Furthermore, we examined how many studies, that acknowledge that stakeholders’ positions 136 

might change with time or as a consequence of changes in the system.  137 
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5. Methods used: We examined if it was clear, which methods were used for the different 138 

elements of the SA, and which SA methods that were most commonly applied, for instance, 139 

with regard to stakeholder identification. Including all relevant stakeholders is important 140 

because it can lead to higher quality decisions and is important from a democratic perspective 141 

(Vogler et al., 2017). 142 

6. Researcher’s self-evaluation: It was investigated how many of the studies that included the 143 

researchers own reflections on the limitations of their analyses, and how many SAs that 144 

included feedback from stakeholders. Methods used for SA all have limitations, which are 145 

important to have in mind when interpreting the findings (Reed et al., 2009; Clausen et al., 146 

2020). 147 

7. Inclusion: Lastly, we examined at how many studies that included marginalised stakeholders.  148 

By “included” we mean stakeholders that were considered in the analysis but not necessarily 149 

included through participation. In addition, we investigated at how many SAs that included 150 

interviews with stakeholders that did not hold a high position (e.g. managers, experts, NGO-151 

representatives or politicians) in the system.  For practical reasons, researchers must often 152 

choose who to include or exclude from their SA, and both Bryson (2004) and Mushove and 153 

Vogel (2005) emphasize the need of integrating the interests of disadvantaged and less 154 

powerful groups in order for decisions to be compatible with the typical practise of democracy 155 

and social justice. In our analysis, we furthermore examined if the SAs conducted included 156 

nature as a stakeholder, which is something that has been subject to much debate and 157 

controversy (Williamson, 2018; Benör and Lynch, 2018).  158 

Apart from these aspects we also noted the context of the SA, how big the sample size was, how 159 

many stakeholders were identified, the response rates of participatory SAs, how many 160 

stakeholders they ended up including for interviews and which challenges the researchers 161 
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encountered while performing the analysis. All data is available as supplementary information in 162 

Appendix A. 163 

 164 

3 Results and discussion 165 

The literature search for "stakeholder analysis" in the paper title and "environmental" as a topic gave 166 

68 results on WoS. After an initial screening of the paper titles and abstracts, 30 papers were deemed 167 

relevant for more substantial review. The second search approach in WoS with "stakeholder analysis" 168 

combined with the selected keywords gave a result of 62 articles, many of which overlapped with the 169 

previous search. Lastly, Scopus yielded 32 results. Once all papers had been screened, a total of 48 170 

studies were identified as relevant for the scope of this review. All reviewed papers are listed in 171 

appendix A in addition to the notes taken during the review for each study. 172 

 173 

 174 

Figure 1: Publication years of the 48 studies included in our analysis. All papers were published after 2000. 175 

As shown in Figure 1, the publication of SA studies matching the review criteria has increased in 176 

recent years. In fact, more than 50% of the reviewed articles were published after 2016. This might 177 

be a reflection of the increased focus on participatory aspects of regulatory and environmental 178 

management globally (Brande, 2017; Wamsler, 2017; Djomo et al., 2018).  179 
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 180 

3.1 Topic and purpose 181 

The topics explored within the reviewed SA were relatively evenly distributed, as seen on Figure 2A. 182 

The most explored topics were the energy industry (8 studies, 17%), wetland management (8 studies, 183 

17%), protected areas and/or species (7 studies, 15%) and marine governance (7 studies, 15%), 184 

covering both regulatory and environmental management issues. Other topics included the regulation 185 

of chemicals within the EU, infra-structure planning and non-market valuation of environmental 186 

assets. According to the aim of the reviewed papers most of the SAs had the purpose of identifying 187 

the stakeholders in a system (9 studies, 19%), describing stakeholder relations (11 studies, 23%) and 188 

investigating stakeholder interests (13 studies, 27%) (see Figure 2B).    189 

We found, that only 8 studies (17%) were conducted with the aim of identifying obstacles and 8 190 

studies (17%) aimed to support decision-making (see Figure 2B). This finding is contradictory to the 191 

reflections made by Reed et al. (2009) and Grimble and Wellard (1997), who noted that SA is a tool 192 

often used for prioritization of stakeholders, or to identify the consequences of a course of action. 193 

Even fewer performed SAs with the aim of integrating the interests of the disadvantaged or less 194 

powerful stakeholders, like proposed by Bryson (2004) and Mushove and Vogel (2005). Only 2 195 

studies (4%) had the aim of including marginalised stakeholders, and 5 studies (10%) aimed to 196 

describe the roles stakeholders had in the system. 197 

 198 
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 199 

Figure 2: A) The overall topics of the evaluated stakeholder analyses. Protected areas include stakeholder 200 

analyses about protected species. *mgmt.: management. B) The purpose of the evaluated stakeholder 201 

analyses as described by the authors' aims. Each stakeholder analysis can have more than one purpose. 202 

*stkhs: stakeholders; †ES: excisting system; ‡DM: decision making; ◊marg: margnialised stakeholders. 203 

 204 

3.2 Elements of stakeholder analysis 205 

In our review, we did not come across any studies that only focus on identifying the stakeholders of 206 

the system as described by Vogler et al. (2017). This might be due to the fact, that we only reviewed 207 

scientific studies published in peer-reviewed papers and that the ambition and aim of the SA studies 208 

go beyond merely stakeholder identification as a consequence of this. Instead we found that a vast 209 

majority of the SAs examined the interests of the stakeholders (41 studies, 85%) (see Figure 3).  210 
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 211 

Figure 3: Number of papers discussing different core elements of stakeholder analysis. Perception includes 212 

studying the degree of knowledge stakeholders have. *stkh=stakeholder 213 

 214 

Furthermore, many studies used SA to determine stakeholder influence, and their potential to affect 215 

the project or regulation either positively or negatively. Through our review, we saw that 34 studies 216 

(71%) discussed or analysed the influence of stakeholders. Fewer studies were concerned with the 217 

relations between stakeholders (22 studies, 46%) and the roles of the individual stakeholders in the 218 

system (11 studies, 23%). SA is important because it helps provide a broader perspective of the issues 219 

and solutions. Wisdom is not limited to scientists and public officials, and including a wide range of 220 

stakeholders can lead to higher quality decisions by incorporating more sources of information, and 221 

perhaps bring knowledge that is otherwise unknown to the researchers (Rietbergen-Mccrackeen and 222 

Narayan, 1998; Evans 2012; Vogler et al., 2017). 14 studies (29%) investigated conflicts among 223 

stakeholders, and 12 studies (25%) looked at the perceptions stakeholders had of aspects in the 224 

systems scrutinized, including the policies or project in focus. Most studies (42 studies, 89%) included 225 

participation of stakeholders by interviews or questionnaires as a minimum and 9 studies (19%) 226 

provided suggestions for how stakeholders could be further involved in the decision-process.  227 
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Performing SA can also make environmental regulations and projects more viable (Mushove and 228 

Vogel, 2005). Lack of attention to interests of and information held by key stakeholders is a big cause 229 

for poor performance or failure of projects or regulations, and stakeholder support is fundamental for 230 

successful coalitions and long-time viability for policies and organisations (Bryson, 2004). By simply 231 

providing stakeholders an opportunity to learn about a problem and the corresponding decision-232 

making, the likelihood that stakeholders will support the final decision increases even it goes against 233 

them and their primary interests (Stern and Fineberg, 1996; Mushove and Vogel, 2005).  234 

 235 

3.3 Geographical area 236 

Many of the reviewed papers studied EU-countries or the UK, which is a previous EU-country (14 237 

studies, 29%) (see Figure 4) emphasizing that stakeholder involvement is an integrated part of the 238 

decision-making in the EU (Brande, 2017). Note that the United Kingdom (UK) is separated from 239 

the European Union (EU), since the UK left the EU on January 31st 2020 (European Commission, 240 

2020), but it is worth noting that all articles were published in or before 2018. Many studies also 241 

concerned projects within South-East Asia and China (in total 15 studies, 31%). For studies 242 

examining South-East Asia, 7 of the papers were written by main authors from other geographical 243 

areas. The majority of the SAs were published with main authors being from the EU (15 studies, 244 

31%), USA (7 studies, 15%) and Australia (7 studies, 15%). It is, however, worth noting that 14 of 245 

the articles had authors from multiple geographical areas.  We found that 6 papers (12%) were written 246 

without any authors from the examined geographical region. In total, 8 (17%) papers had main authors 247 

from other regions than the one examined. In general, it is preferable to have knowledge of the cultural 248 

context of the area, where data is collected. Spangenberg et al. (2018) mention that external translators 249 

used during the data collection process may result in modified questions or results, and Pennell et al. 250 

(2010) state that, researchers must be aware, which data collection methods are most suitable for the 251 
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culture or region, where the data is collected. It seems logical that conducting a SA without local 252 

knowledge might lead to wrong interpretations of data collected or even collection of wrong or biased 253 

data. From this perspective, it is recommended to include at least one researcher from the region 254 

examined. This will not only help with language issues and cultural practises of the region, but also 255 

with understanding and revealing, for outsiders, hidden cultural contexts. Of course, our analysis does 256 

not capture, if the non-local authors have worked intensively with the study regions for many years 257 

and thus have acquired substantial local knowledge. One study did not examine a geographical area, 258 

but rather islands in general (Kougias et al., 2020). The main author of this study was from EU. 259 

Detailed information on each study can be found in Appendix A. 260 

SAs conducted by multiple performers reduce the risk of biases and mistakes in data interpretation 261 

(Schmeer, 2000; Lienert et al., 2013) and in general, the reviewed papers had multiple authors, which 262 

indicate there were multiple performers behind the SAs. It is noteworthy that 4 papers (8%) were solo 263 

authored. 264 

. 265 

 266 

Figure 4: Geographical area examined in the stakeholder analyses and the geographical area of the main 267 

author of the stakeholder analyses. 14 articles had authors from multiple regions, and in total 6 articles were 268 
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written by no authors from the examined region. The United Kingdom (UK) has been separated from the 269 

European Union (EU), since the UK left the EU on January 31st 2020 (European Commission, 2020), but it 270 

is worth noting that all articles were published in or before 2018. One study did not examine a geographical 271 

area, but rather islands in general (Kougias et al., 2020). The main author of this study was from EU. 272 

*SA=stakeholder analysis. 273 

 274 

3.4 Definition of key terms 275 

Environmental SAs has multiple terms, which can be ambiguous, and when these terms are used it is 276 

important to define them in order to avoid misinterpretations or misapplications of the results. Among 277 

others, these include “stakeholder”, “influence”, and types of NGO’s.  278 

Before relevant stakeholders can be identified, the researchers need to determine, what they 279 

understand by the term "stakeholder". This is important as it defines the boundary conditions of the 280 

analysis and affects what is emphasised (Bryson, 2004; Colvin et al., 2016). In 19 (40%) of the 281 

reviewed papers the term was not defined, leaving much unclarity and confusion (see Figure 5A). 282 

Also, in 16 (33%) of the reviewed studies, it was unclear who the identified stakeholders were and 283 

why they were included in the analysis. Such lack of transparency makes it difficult to assess the 284 

reliability, quality and meticulousness of the studies and hamper their usefulness. To address these 285 

issues, we call for clear guidance on how to conduct SA and how to document and report findings.  286 

SA is a snapshot of a present situation, which may be rapidly changing. Positions and influence are 287 

subjects to constant changes. This means that if the timeframe of the analysis or the gap between SA 288 

and implementation is too long, it may no longer be relevant (Varvasovszky and Brugha, 2000). Only 289 

6 reviewed studies (13%) discussed how stakeholders’ positions might change in the system (see 290 

Figure 5B). An additional 4 studies (8%) acknowledged that it may happen, but did not this explore 291 

it further. In total, 37 studies (77%) did not mention how the position of stakeholders might change. 292 
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There is a lack of an unequivocal definition of influence, partly due to the many ways influence can 293 

be achieved (Dür, 2009). Different methods of determining influence will often either over- or 294 

underestimate the attribute (Dür, 2009). When reviewing the papers we combined the terms "power" 295 

and "influence", due to the lack of a clear distinction. For the rest of the text we will refer to both 296 

terms as "influence". In total, 35 (72%) of the reviewed papers included influence in their studies (see 297 

Figure 5C). Of these, 14 did not define the term (40% of the papers including influence). For 5 studies 298 

(10%) the methodology for measuring stakeholder influence was unclear. 11 studies (23%) used 299 

"attributed or perceived influence" and in 4 studies (8%) influence was determined by expert 300 

judgement.  301 

If the system has many different stakeholders, these are often grouped according to their 302 

characteristics or interests. One group of stakeholders that are often important stakeholders in 303 

environmental projects and regulations are NGOs. NGOs exists in a variety of fields, and their 304 

interests might therefore be conflicting. An example of this can be found in Clausen et al. (2020), 305 

where some NGOs were in favour of a European restriction proposal of microplastics, while others 306 

were against. In total, 16 of the reviewed studies (33%) had grouped NGOs without specifying, which 307 

types were included or addressing similarities and dissimilarities of the included NGOs (see Figure 308 

5D).  309 
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 310 

Figure 5: A) Number of papers that defined the term “stakeholder”. One article did not mention the term 311 

apart from in the title. *stkh: stakeholder. B) Amount of SAs that included the possibility of stakeholders 312 

changing their positions with time or as a consequence of system changes. C) Number of SAs that include 313 

influence in the analysis, and whether the term was defined. †SNA: social-network analysis. D) Papers that 314 

specified which types of NGOs were included. 315 

 316 

3.5 Methods used 317 

There are a vast number of methods that can be used for SA, and multiple well-accredited papers and 318 

literature reviews on methods are available for SA and how they should be performed. These papers 319 

include, but are not limited to Montgomery (1995), Varvasovszky and Brugha (2000), Bryson (2004) 320 

and Reed et al. (2009). It, therefore, should come as no surprise that the methods used in the reviewed 321 

papers vary greatly. For this review, the methods used in SA can be divided into three overall 322 

categories: Methods for identifying stakeholders, methods for collecting data and methods for data 323 

interpretation.   324 
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As observed in Figure 6A, the most used method for identification of the stakeholders in the reviewed 325 

studies was snowball-sampling (26 studies, 54%), where researchers ask stakeholders to nominate 326 

other stakeholders. Apart from revealing stakeholders that might otherwise have been unknown to 327 

the researchers, it may also help revealing connections between stakeholders (Bryman, 2016).  328 

Another commonly used method is to follow a predetermined list (14 studies, 29%). In this paper, we 329 

have classified all approaches, where researchers include stakeholders mentioned in relevant 330 

literature or governmental documents as "following a predetermined list", along with more classical 331 

definitions of lists such as the one presented by Peoc’h and UN Environment Civil Society Unit 332 

(2018) or the checklist included in Montgomery (1995). Often, studies also used expert nomination 333 

for stakeholder identification (10 studies, 21%), where researchers ask experts within the studied field 334 

to nominate relevant stakeholders. Dür (2008) point out, that the use of experts will rarely lead to new 335 

and surprising suggestions. However, it is a reliable technique if sufficient amounts of experts are 336 

included to address potential biases. Further, in 9 (19%) of the identified studies, it was unclear how 337 

stakeholders were identified and in 16 (33%) of the studies it was unclear who the identified 338 

stakeholders were. This lack of transparency is problematic, as it makes it difficult to assess if all 339 

relevant stakeholders were identified and/or included.  340 

 341 

Figure 6: A) Methods used for stakeholder identification. Some SAs used more than one method. Following a 342 

list includes looking through documents, governmental plans and websites. *nom: nomination. B) The most 343 
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frequently used approaches for SA. *stkh: stakeholder; †int: interview; ‡SNA: social-network analysis; 344 

◊ALM: actor-linkage matrix. 345 

 346 

As observed in Figure 6B, the most used methods for gaining information and data collection were 347 

interviews (30, 63%), questionnaires (16, 33%), focus groups (8, 17%) and secondary literature (26, 348 

54%). Interviews, questionnaires and focus-groups are all bottom-up approaches, where stakeholders 349 

are given the opportunity to contribute to the research. When using interviews, it is important to 350 

establish trust between interviewer and interviewee and avoid a mismatch between the two. If this is 351 

not achieved the answers may be coloured by interviewees dislike for the interviewer (Schødt et al., 352 

2020). One study from Malaysia found that women were less willing to participate in their study 353 

(Hashim et al., 2017), while another study in South East Asia made sure interviewees and interviewer 354 

had the same gender (Spangenberg et al., 2018). In 12 (25%) of the reviewed studies the type of 355 

interview was unspecified. Again, dawdling with respect to reporting requirements might undermine 356 

the credibility of SA.  357 

Participants in focus-groups might not want to voice unpopular opinions or let competitors know their 358 

interests (Lüthi et al. 2011). In one SA, stakeholders were unwilling to score other stakeholders, 359 

especially those considered their close partners (Caniato et al., 2014). In another study, one group of 360 

villagers refused to participate due to fear of creating conflicts (Kontogianni et al. 2001). With respect 361 

to the use of questionnaires, interestingly we found that studies using these often had response-rates 362 

of less than 50%. In total, 5 studies (10%) commented on their low response rates of less that 50% 363 

and in an additional 10 studies (21%) the response rates were unclear or not reported. Few respondents 364 

or respondents representing a majority of certain groups may result in biased data.  365 
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Secondary literature is a good way to gain information on a large number of stakeholders. This is also 366 

reflected by the fact that more than half of the SAs included in this study (26 studies, 54%) used some 367 

type of literature review to collect data on stakeholders. Such a top-down approach is less time- and 368 

resource-consuming than many bottom-up approaches and is therefore appropriate for initial 369 

stakeholder screening (Clausen et al., 2020). An issue with using previously conducted studies is, that 370 

the positions, biases and limitations of the research may be passed on and that there is less chance of 371 

finding new stakeholder opinions or interests (Dür, 2008).  372 

Bottom-up approaches require more experience and time of the researchers, but if done correctly it 373 

may give valuable insights not obtainable by top-down approaches. We found that only a few studies 374 

(6 studies, 13%) solely relied on top-down approaches. All other SAs included participation of 375 

stakeholders by interviews or questionnaires as a minimum.  376 

Visual presentation of the data collected is both a good way for readers to understand the findings of 377 

the SA and a help for researchers to identify relationships among stakeholders. Also, it serves as a 378 

mean to map and rank stakeholder attributes such as their respective importance (Bryson, 2004; Reed 379 

et al. 2009; Vogler et al., 2017). The most used methods for presenting the information was different 380 

type of stakeholder grids, SNA (social network analysis) and - to a lesser extend - actor-linkage matrix 381 

(see Figure 6B). The grids can be used for elucidating stakeholder alliances or to prioritize 382 

involvement of stakeholders (Durham et al., 2014; Vogler et al., 2017). Categorisation of stakeholders 383 

by stakeholder grids are popular among the studies included in this review (16 studies, 33%) but 384 

might marginalise certain groups. Also, it assumes that the respective stakeholder attributes, e.g. 385 

influence and interest, are important parameters for stakeholder inclusion (Reed et al., 2009). Durham 386 

et al. (2014) states that low levels of influence held by some stakeholders often is used as justification 387 

for excluding these from the research. 388 
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Another common method, used to identify the relationships between stakeholders, is SNA (8 studies, 389 

17%). Here all communication ties between stakeholders and their strength are quantitatively 390 

analysed, presented graphically and categorised as either strong or weak (Prell et al., 2016). 391 

According to SNA-theory, stakeholders with strong ties are more likely to influence one another. 392 

Thus, stakeholders with many (strong) ties are more influential than stakeholders with few (or 393 

weaker) ties (Prell et al., 2009). Critiques of this method is that the types of ties, and what flows 394 

through them, are not distinguished (Borgatti et al., 2014). Furthermore, performing SNA is a time-395 

consuming process, that requires specialists (Reed et al., 2009), and all the information needed might 396 

not be available in complex local situations (Wang and Aenis, 2019). 397 

Two other methods used for determining the influence of stakeholders were “attributed influence” 398 

and using interpretation of various factors as a way to determine influence as proposed by 399 

Montgomery (1995). “Attributed influence” was the most used method for determining the influence 400 

of stakeholders (11 studies, 23%).  Here stakeholders or experts are asked to evaluate the influence 401 

of stakeholders in the system. The critique of this method is that stakeholders often have good reason 402 

to either over- or underestimate their and others' influence (Dür, 2009). Montgomery (1995) lists 10 403 

factors of influence, of which we have observed researchers focusing on "social, economic and 404 

political status", "control of strategic resources" and "influence through links with other 405 

stakeholders". This method is based purely on the perceptions of researchers, which increases the risk 406 

of biases. Perhaps for this reason the method was used in only 4 studies (8%) and indicate that 407 

methods for objective unbiased assessment of stakeholder attributes, such as stakeholder influence, 408 

is needed. 409 

  410 
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3.6 Author self-evaluation 411 

Researchers may present initial findings to stakeholders in order to collect feedback but also as a 412 

mean to avoid misunderstandings or misinterpretation of the data collected. Also, it allow 413 

stakeholders to give more considered and well-reflected answers. However, feedback is not always 414 

beneficial, as it may alter the stakeholder’s position and thereby reduce the utility of the analysis, or 415 

influential stakeholders might control the outcome if the initial assessment is not favourable for them 416 

(Varvasovszky and Brugha 2000). Such considerations are vital for SAs, but seldom included. We 417 

found that 15 studies (31%) included feedback from stakeholders, additionally 2 studies (4%) 418 

mentioned, that feedback would have been preferable, but was not possible in their research (see 419 

Figure 7A).  420 

Further, we found that only 24 (50%) of the reviewed papers mention limitations and biases to their 421 

research (see Figure 7B). This is problematic, because readers with limited knowledge of SA theory 422 

may be unaware of the limitations to the research. Further, if we, the scientific community, is not 423 

open and vocal about the limitations of our methodologies, it hampers transparency and lastly 424 

credibility of our work.  425 

 426 

 427 

Figure 7: A) Number of SAs including feedback from stakeholders regarding the research findings. B) 428 

Number of SAs mentioning and discussing limitations to their studies. 429 
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 430 

3.7 Inclusion 431 

Chevalier and Buckles (2008) criticise SA for being too descriptive and schematic, tending to neglect 432 

issues of stakeholder domination, empowerment of marginalised groups and representation of the 433 

common good. No SAs included future generation as a stakeholder and only 1 study (2%) included 434 

nature as a stakeholder (Mir and Rahaman, 2011). An additional paper discuss nature as a stakeholder, 435 

but it was not included in the analysis (Hansen and Baun, 2015). From an ethical perspective, these 436 

marginalized stakeholders require little effort to include. However, the issue most likely originates 437 

from failing to identify and recognize them as stakeholders in the first place. Furthermore, Civil 438 

society stakeholders have a right to meaningfully participate in the public decision-making process 439 

and be informed on the bases for decisions made by their government (Stern and Fineberg, 1996). By 440 

involving communities in the environmental governance, the decision-making will be more fair to 441 

those affected (Evans 2012). Of the reviewed studies, 11 (23%) included marginalised stakeholders. 442 

An additional 10 studies (21%) made some effort to ensure a broad perspective. Examples of this 443 

could be Spangenberg et al., (2018), who ensured, that interviewees and interviewer had same gender 444 

or Romanelli et al. (2011), who included school children in their interviews. One article both 445 

indirectly included marginalised stakeholders and recommended inclusion as further research. We 446 

considered this as indirectly included. 25 studies (53%) did not mention marginalised stakeholders 447 

(see Figure 8A).  Convincing stakeholders to participate in the decision-making process is not always 448 

an easy task. Focusing on what stakeholders might gain from participating could increase the number 449 

of stakeholders interested in participating (Borisova et al., 2012). 450 
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 451 

Figure 8: A) Number of SAs including marginalised stakeholders. “Indirectly included”, reflects that some 452 

type of marginalised stakeholder has been included or discussed, but “marginalised stakeholders” is not 453 

defined. B) Numbers of studies including interviews of: Both high and low position stakeholders; High 454 

position stakeholders only; None and of Studies where it was unclear who was interviewed. For 1 study is 455 

was unclear if interviews had been included and for 5 studies it was unclear if only high-position 456 

stakeholders were included. *stkhs: stakeholders. 457 

 458 

As mentioned, it is important to include all relevant stakeholders when conducting a SA. However, it 459 

is also important not to include too many. For bottom-up approaches like focus-groups and 460 

stakeholder workshops, this may result in stakeholders competing for their voices to be heard and 461 

stakeholder's influence might be diluted as a consequence (Suárez de Vevero et al., 2008). 462 

Furthermore, Chevalier and Buckles (2008) points out, that too many stakeholders can result in poorer 463 

results and create unachievable expectations among the many participating stakeholders. Also, 464 

inclusion of too many stakeholders make the SA a tedious and resource demanding process (Jepsen 465 

and Eskerod, 2009). One way to avoid this is to include only selected strategical stakeholders (such 466 

as experts, managers or NGO-representatives) in the analysis. This was the case for 14 (29%) of the 467 

reviewed studies (see Figure 8B). For 5 studies (10%), it was unclear if stakeholders, apart from high-468 

position stakeholders, were included. An issue with this is a greater risk of marginalised stakeholders, 469 
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and an extra effort to consider these is therefore be necessary. Selecting specific stakeholders for 470 

further analysis may introduce a potential bias, which is important to reflect upon. In any case, the 471 

choice between experts, non-experts and other stakeholders should be well documented and 472 

explained. 473 

 474 

4 Lessons Learned 475 

Based on our review of the 48 papers identified conducting SAs within environmental sciences and 476 

regulation, a range of lessons can be learned be:  477 

1. Transparency with regard to methodology, results and decisions made is of paramount 478 

importance as lack of transparency otherwise undermines the credibility of SA . 479 

2. There is a need for clear guidance on how to perform SA and how to document and report 480 

findings to address the lack of transparency. 481 

3. Also related to transparency, there is a lack of definition of key-terms and stakeholder 482 

attributes, leading to possible misinterpretations or misapplications of results.  483 

4. Limitations and potential biases of own work should have increased attention. Often, such 484 

issues are not addressed hampering transparency and credibility. 485 

5. There is a need of unbiased and objective approaches for determining stakeholder attributes. 486 

6. Stakeholders’ position and perceptions might change with time or as the system changes. This 487 

have had little attention in the past but should be considered in future SA.  488 

7. SAs should be conducted by or with people holding local knowledge. Researchers from the 489 

geographical region of interest should take part in the analysis, to ensure proper data collection 490 

and to avoid misinterpretation of data. 491 
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8. Consideration and inclusion of marginalised stakeholders have only received little attention. 492 

This includes consideration of nature as a stakeholder and the consequences of decisions made 493 

for nature. 494 

9. Convincing stakeholders to engage and participate in interviews, questionnaires or focus 495 

groups can prove difficult often resulting in low response rates potentially introducing 496 

misleading data and biases.  497 

10. Within environmental management and regulation, the three most frequent uses of SA, 498 

besides stakeholder identification, are analysis of stakeholder interests, influence and mutual 499 

relations.  500 

 501 

5 Conclusions 502 

By reviewing 48 peer-reviewed papers concerning SAs with an environmental science or regulatory 503 

perspective, we found that SA is mostly used to describe and understand specific stakeholder settings 504 

and as an instrumental tool for managing stakeholders or related obstacles. Among others, three 505 

important lessons learned from our study are: 1) Transparency with regard to methodology, results 506 

and decisions made is of paramount importance as lack of transparency otherwise undermines the 507 

credibility of SA; 2) Definition of key terms, such as stakeholder and influence, need to be provided 508 

in future SA studies to avoid misunderstandings; and finally, 3) Clear guidelines on how to perform 509 

SA are needed, including how to determine interests and power, and how to document and report 510 

findings.  511 

Based on our review we conclude and recommend that conductors of SA ensure that all terms risking 512 

misinterpretations are clearly defined prior to the analysis, and that all choices made during the 513 

analysis are clearly stated. We further recommend using multiple methods both for data collection 514 
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and for data interpretation to circumvent the limitations of the individual methods. In general, 515 

researchers conducting SA should more actively address the limitations of their own studies. Lastly, 516 

we recommend that researchers and decision-makers put more effort into consideration and inclusion 517 

of marginalised stakeholders. Also, nature and future generations are marginalized in most SAs but 518 

should from an ethical point of view be included. 519 
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